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of the condition in which pyrite is left after being leached with cyanide, confirms this view :.....
kt Upon the ordinary auriferous sulphide of iron, or arsenical pyrite, the solution of potassium cyanide acts readily, not by dissolving the sul-phuret, but by attacking the gold upon its exposed edges, and eating its way into the cubes by a. slow advance, dissolving out the gold as it goes. An examination with the microscope of the pyrite after the gold lias been removed, suggests the method of the operation. A sample of very rich pyrite from a mine north of Redding, was treated with a weak solution, containing less than two-tenths of 1 per cent, of cyanide, for 108 hours; the assay showed a complete, extraction of the gold; as the sulphurets showed no change in their appearance to the naked eye, some of them were placed under the microscope.
kv There is no change visible in the. form of the crystals as a- whole, ; along the fractured faces the mispiekel looks clean and unaltered, showing the silvery-white colour and intense refraction of the arseno-pyrite. Upon the faces of the crystals appear dark lines, short., and parallel to each other. In places they are crowded clone, together; in other parts they- an*, at considerable distances, but always in parallel lines. The lines vary in length, being from four or liv<» to over a hundred times their width ; the- lines are very irregular and often broken. These lines are fissures in the. pyrite, and extend so deep into it that- the microscope does not- reveal their depth, .By using the higher powers the walls of one of the fissures were seen to be completely honeycombed, looking somewhat like two empty honeycombs set opposite each other; evidently the mineral removed was crystallised along its contact walls at least. As the raw or untreated pyrite does not show any such fissuring, but, UJKHI theeont ntry, shown a surface marked only by st nation lines common to pyrite, I iiHHuine that the lissuring in the treated sample is caused by the solution acting upon some soluble mineral, probably gold, arranged in plates, occurring in groups, but which, by its colour and isomorphism and the. extreme te.nuit-y of its lines, is undist.inguishable from the mass of pyrite enclosing it."
II. L. Smyth, \V, Liwlgren, and \V. «L Hlwrwood1 examined a number of specimens in which gold was associated with pyrite, and found that under the microscojM*, t he gold could be seen at the surface, of the pyritc or deposited in minute cracks in it, but never entirely enclosed within it.
Tollurldes. (Vrtain tellurides, exist ing as distinct mineralogical species, contain gold as an essential constituent. These are described below.8
('(tfawritr is a bronze yellow gold telluridc, usually containing 2 or ,'J per cent, of silver, occurring in Western Australia and in certain mines in (California and Colorado. It is named after OahiveraH County, Oalilornia, where it. was first found (Rickurd). M. S. Dana, gives the analysis by (Jenth us gold 40-7 to -10«U per cent., tellurium 55*1) to f><> per cent., silver ,'i to :K"> per cent,, corresponding to the formula (AuAg)Teg.a The compound AurIV4 can be formed bv fusing the two elements together, but not- readily in the wet way. The following analyses of ealaverite an*, given by (Iharleton : •- 4
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